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One of the most important events in Financial Markets at present is 
the cessation of LIBOR. 

The pound sterling, Euro, Swiss franc, Japanese yen LIBOR panel, and the one-week and two-month 
U.S. dollar LIBOR panel were phased out by the end of 2021, and the remaining U.S. dollar LIBOR 
tenors will cease by the end of June 2023. For the LIBOR index, the Secured Overnight Funding Rate 
(SOFR) has been identified and chosen as the preferred alternative and new benchmark replacement 
rate for U.S. dollar-denominated contracts. 

Financial market participants need to start planning the transition of their existing portfolios, which 
reference LIBOR to avoid any issues once it is not published anymore. Existing derivatives’ transactions 
require a bilateral amendment to address IBOR indexes discontinuation adequately.

Summit supports the transition of IBOR trades to RFR for individual trades from the respective trade 
application window and in “Bulk” mode using the RFR Bulk Transition utility. 

It offers the following RFR Transition methods:

1. Terminate and Create New:
In this method, the IBOR indexed trade (Parent) is terminated, and a new trade (Child) is created with 
RFR Index. The RFR start date on the Child trade is, by default, the start date of the next interest period 
on the IBOR leg. The RFR start date can be modified such that the RFR effective date can be in the 
future. If transition needs to be applied with a future ASOF date, then the Terminate and Create New 
method should be used.
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The supported trade types for RFR Transition Terminate and Create New approach are: 

� Swap trades in single currency, Swap trades with notional exchange, interest rules and stubs set, 
Swap trades that have the same or different frequencies, Swap trades that have not yet started.

� Swap trades with different amortization types - fixed amortization, annuity amortization, fixed end 
amortization, customized amortization, variable amortization

� Partially terminated swap trades

� Swap trades with products or formulas

� Cross-currency swap trades, with or without products.

� Money Market trades

� Commercial lending trades

� Floating to floating swap trades with a desynchronized schedule

� Floating to floating swap trades with a transferable index versus a non-transferable index

� Trades with payment frequency different than reset frequency

� Trades with customized flows

� Cap and floor trades

2. Standard Trade Amendment 
The Trade Amendment method will modify the original IBOR trade. No new trade is created. The trade 
will have the RFR index applied for future periods. The limitation of the Trade amendment methodology 
is that it can be applied only for transition with an effective date as of the start of the next interest rate 
period. However, it cannot be applied for any future interest rate period as it requires all the future 
IBOR rate fixings to be applied now before RFR Effective date.
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The supported trade types for RFR Transition using Trade Amendment approach are: 

� Swap trades in single currency

� Swap trades with different amortization types - fixed amortization, annuity amortization, fixed end 

amortization, customized amortization, variable amortization, percentage and loan amortization

� Swap trades with products or formulas (Formulas like CCYSWAP, FLOAT_CAP_FLOOR, CMS_ADJ, 
CMS_BOSV, QUANTO, CMS, AVG, ABS, EXP, IF, LN, MAX, MIN, ROUND, SQRT, SUM)

� Money market trades

� Commercial lending trades

� Floating to floating swap trades with a desynchronized schedule

� Floating to floating swap trades with a term index versus an averaged index

� Floating to floating swap trades with a transferable index versus a non-transferable index

� Trades with payment frequency different than reset frequency

� Trades with customized flows

� Callable Swaps

� Swaption trades with CCYSWAP, FLOAT_CAP_FLOOR, CMS_ADJ, CMS_BOSV, QUANTO, CMS, 
AVG, ABS, EXP, IF, LN, MAX, MIN, ROUND, SQRT, SUM, REVFLOAT_F, PIECE_WISE product is 
supported

� European swaption trades and American swaption trades

� Swap trades with amortization and fees using BSGN or THWT models

� Exotic trades

� Exotic trades with the following products or formulas - CCYSWAP, FLOAT_CAP_FLOOR, CMS_ADJ, 
CMS_BOSV, QUANTO, CMS, AVG, ABS, EXP, IF, LN, MAX, MIN, ROUND, SQRT, SUM, 
REVFLOAT_F, PIECE_WISE product is supported

3. CCP Terminate and Create New 
The Terminate and Create New method has been extended to support the Central Counterparty 
Clearing Houses (CCP) Methodology. 

The characteristics of the CCP methodology are:

� The RFR start date is considered the beginning of the current period (even if fixings are already 
done).

� The standard payment lag (2D) is used in the Child trade. This payment lag of 2D is inherited from 
the corresponding RFR Asset ID, set in RFR Transition Configuration Definition. The parent trade 
keeps the legacy lag (typically 0D).
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4. ISDA Fallback Amendment with RFR Fixing Method as Rate        
    Averaging  
The International Swaps and Derivatives Association Inc. (ISDA) has published its 2020 IBOR Fallbacks 
Protocol and related Amendments to the 2006 ISDA Definitions to address the discontinuation of the 
U.S. dollar (USD) LIBOR and other interbank offered rates (IBORs) in the global derivatives market. For 
these trades, you can now compute the cashflows using the Dynamic Backward Shift method. In this 
method, you can reset past fixings by using the average rate, computed based on Summit observation.

5. ISDA Fallback Amendment with RFR Fixing Method as    
    ISDA Fallback  
This method is similar to the earlier ISDA method, except that the ISDA Fallback rates are imported 
from external providers instead of calculating rates using rate averaging. The ISDA Fallback rates are 
stored in a separate table and need to be imported into the system before the rate reset process is run. 
Cashflows are computed using the Dynamic Backward Shift method. 
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Greenpoint Summit Team can help …. 
GreenPoint is global partner with Finastra across multiple technology and services platforms.
We have rich expertise in Summit migration and upgrade Including LIBOR transition.

� Experience in multiple versions of Summit (v5.x to v6.1, v6.2,v6.3) including RFR(Transition), UXP, 
SSO and Summit Training.

� GreenPoint Summit offers a comprehensive service encompassing new implementations, version and 
module upgrades, product and application development, test automation, cloud migration, and 
system maintenance

� Our quantitative services and platforms include Libor Replacement Simulation Tool (LRST), curve 
creation, recreation and management, model validation and documentation, and creation of 
challenger models for regulatory compliance.

� Our summit professionals also provide data porting, migration and management as well as cloud 
services.

� Over the last year we have completed several projects including full system upgrades, Libor/RFR 
migration, replacement of valuation frameworks, and custom code creation and testing for large 
global banks and insurers..

 GP Summit Capabilities 
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� GreenPoint Summit is a comprehensive platform 
encompassing new implementations, version 
and module upgrades, product and application 
development, test automation, cloud migration, 
and system maintenance

� Our quantitative services and platforms include 
Libor Replacement Simulation Tool (LRST), curve 
creation, recreation and management, model 
validation and documentation, and creation of 
challenger models for regulatory compliance.

� Our summit professionals also provide data 
porting, migration and management as well as 
cloud services.

� Over the last year we have completed several 
projects including full system upgrades, 
Libor/RFR migration, replacement of valuation 
frameworks, and custom code creation and 
testing for large global banks and insurers.

� GreenPoint Financial is a division of GreenPoint 
Global, which provides software-enabled services, 
content, process and technology services, to 
financial institutions and related industry segments.

� GreenPoint is partnering with Finastra across 
multiple technology and services platforms.

� Founded in 2006, GreenPoint has grown to over 
500 employees with a global footprint. Our 
production and management teams are in the US, 
India, and Israel with access to subject matter 
experts.

� GreenPoint has a stable client base that ranges 
from small and medium-sized organizations to 
Fortune 1000 companies worldwide. We serve our 
clients through our deep resource pool of subject 
matter experts and process specialists across 
several domains.

� As an ISO certified company by TÜV Nord, 
GreenPoint rigorously complies with ISO 
9001:2015, ISO 27001:2013, and ISO 
27701:2019 standards.
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MANAGING DIRECTOR AND HEAD OF FINANCIAL
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Marcus heads GreenPoint Financial Technology and Services 
and has conceptualized and directed design and management 
of its Risk Management and Treasury and Capital Markets 
platforms. These areas encompass lending (including CECL), 
sustainable finance, and LIBOR/RFR transition for enterprise 
systems.

Marcus has over two decades of experience in Risk 
Management, working on both the buy and sell sides of the 
financial services industry. He has worked on capital markets 
and lending risk technology and management projects in over 
50 countries and brings a unique perspective on the nuances 
and differences across regulatory regimes around the world.

Before joining GreenPoint, Marcus was a member of the 
strategic leadership team for risk management at Finastra for 
several years. Prior to Finastra, Marcus was the US Head of 
Risk Solutions for FIS. He started his professional career at 
Deutsche Bank in London as a Quantitative Analyst.

Marcus is a prolific conference speaker, thought leader, and 
author in risk management spanning market, credit, and 
liquidity risks. He also publishes papers on sustainability and 
green finance regularly.

Marcus graduated from Leicester University in the UK, after 
studying Pure Mathematics, Phycology, and Astronomy. Since 
graduation, Marcus has continually gained risk-specific 
qualifications including the FRM (GARP’s Financial Risk 
Manager) and the SCR (GARP’s Sustainability and Climate 
Risk). Marcus’s latest academic initiative is creating and 
teaching a course on Green Finance and Risk Management at 
New York University’s Tandon School of Engineering.
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Sanjay Sharma, PhD
FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN

Sanjay provides strategic and tactical guidance to 
GreenPoint senior management and serves as client 
ombudsman. His career in the financial services industry 
spans three decades during which he has held investment 
banking and C-level risk management positions at Royal 
Bank of Canada (RBC) Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch, 
Citigroup, Moody’s, and Natixis. 

Sanjay is the author of “Risk Transparency” (Risk Books, 
2013), Data Privacy and GDPR Handbook (Wiley, 2019), 
and co-author of “The Fundamental Review of Trading Book 
(or FRTB) - Impact and Implementation” (Risk Books, 2018).

Sanjay was the Founding Director of the RBC/Hass 
Fellowship Program at the University of California at Berkeley 
and has served as an advisor and a member of the Board of 
Directors of UPS Capital (a Division of UPS). He has also 
served on the Global Board of Directors for Professional Risk 
International Association (PRMIA).

Sanjay holds a PhD in Finance and International Business 
from New York University and an MBA from the Wharton 
School of Business and has undergraduate degrees in Physics 
and Marine Engineering. As well as being a regular speaker 
at conferences, Sanjay actively teaches postgraduate level 
courses in business and quantitative finance at EDHEC 
(NICE, France), Fordham, and Columbia Universities.
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